NOTES:
1. 6½" [159mm] LOGIX Standard Form shown.
2. See Section 6 – Engineering in the LOGIX Design Manual for wall reinforcement details.
NOTES:
1. 4" [102mm] LOGIX Standard Form shown.
2. For more horizontal and vertical rebar reinforcement details, see Section 6 – Engineering in the LOGIX Design Manual.
3. For more lintel reinforcement details, see Section 6 – Engineering in the LOGIX Design Manual.

PLAN VIEW

END VIEW A-A

MIN. 24" BEYOND PANEL (TYP)

Panel location

#4 horiz & vert around panel opening

1 1/2" [38mm]

3 1/2" [89mm]

Remove ties to accommodate panel and conduits, if required

Panel board height, as specified

LOGIX ICF wall (4" shown)